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Abstract
Objective: Computer vision (CV) feedback could be aimed as a constant tutor to guide ones pro�ciency during
microsurgical practice in controlled environments.

Methods: Five neurosurgeons with different levels of microsurgical expertise performed simulated vessel
dissection and micro-suture in an ex-vivo model for posterior computer analysis of recorded videos. Computer
program called PRIME (PRo�ciency Index of Microsurgical Education) used in this research recognized color
labeled surgical instruments, from downloading videos into a platform, with a range of motion greater than 3 mm,
for objective evaluation of number of right and left hand movements. A pro�ciency index of 0 to 1 was pre
established in order to evaluate continuous training improvement.

Results: PRIME computer program captured all hand movements executed by participants, except for small
tremors or inconsistencies that have a range of motion inferior to 3 mm. Number of left and right hand movements
were graphically expressed in order to guide more objective and e�cacious training for each trainee, without
requiring body sensors and cameras around the operating table. Participants with previous microsurgical
experience showed improvement from 0.2 to 0.6 (p<0.05), while novices had no improvement. Pro�ciency index set
by CV was suggested, in a self-challenge and self-coaching manner.

Conclusions: PRIME would offer the capability of constant laboratory microsurgical practice feedback under CV
guidance, opening a new window for oriented training without a tutor or speci�c apparatus regarding all levels of
microsurgical pro�ciency. Prospective, large data study is needed to con�rm this hypothesis.

Introduction
Computer vision (CV) can be de�ned as how computers can gain high-level of understanding from digital images
or videos. When added to machine learning (ML) they can be pathways to reach arti�cial intelligence (AI) by data
recognition, interpretation and analysis resulting in information feedback to de�ne a process. AI is de�ned as the
study of any non-biological device that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize its chance of
successfully achieving its goals [1-6]. Cerebrovascular microsurgical technique guidance from CV, ML or AI has not
been reported to our knowledge.

Among neurosurgeons, the ones working with brain vessel microsurgery are considered skilled ones, what is
generally acquired after exhaustive laboratory training [7,8]. Nevertheless, surgical �ne hand movements have been
objectively evaluated by body sensors and cameras, requiring speci�c apparatus placed into the operating room, in
order to provide computerized feedback analysis of performance. Despite of being innovative this technology is
not cheap neither practical, especially to be used in any microsurgical laboratory to guide performance. Acquiring
data from surgical instruments movements by pre-determined color markers differentiated from surgical �eld
structures is an original idea explored by our group under CV methodology.

Controlled environment training, as a microsurgical laboratory, should be mandatory to learn and practice speci�c
surgical techniques with rigor, in order to increase patient safety through quality assurance [9,10]. Indeed,
microsurgical competence is not just acquired but, in a strict sense, it needs to be maintained [11]. A parallel can be
traced between micro-surgeons and Olympic athletes, as excellent achievements today do not mean good
accomplishment tomorrow [11-13]. Constant analysis and training is mandatory, but �nding a mentor to be always
present is utopic.
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Our aim is to report the proof of concept of CV coaching microsurgical laboratory training on a placenta high
�delity simulator focusing in number of surgical maneuvers, without tutor and sensors, in order to reach
pro�ciency.

Material And Methods
This study consisted in microsurgical movements captured by CV through simulation videos downloaded to a
platform after dissecting and suturing vessels in a safe environment, as a microsurgical laboratory, using a high
�delity placenta model.

Microsurgical training using human placenta has advantages and characteristics published by the main author,
regarding model preparation, anatomical description, validation and quality assurance capacity justifying its usage
in this study [7-9]. Research conduction ranged from January 2019 to January 2021, being previously approved by
the ethical committee.

Two freshmen, 2 senior neurosurgical residents and 1 cerebrovascular neurosurgeon voluntarily joined this study,
consenting data release for publication. Each participant repeated 3 simulation sessions, with 1 week apart,
comprising 1.3 mm diameter human placenta vessel dissection, 1 cm longitudinal arteriotomy and subsequent
micro-suture with 9-0 Nylon (Video 1). A sailing bag with colored die (Red Gouache 1 gram: 200 ml of sailing)
connected to an infusion line placed one meter above simulator perfused placenta vessels. Temporary aneurysm
clips applied proximally and distally (reference was the sailing bag) interrupted the simulated �ow, so once
released leakage could be promptly detected. A computer program developed by the authors' called PRIME
(PRo�ciency Index in Microsurgical Education) counted surgical maneuvers done with the right and left hand by
recognizing color labeled surgical instruments moving more than 3 mm over the operating �eld. Simulation videos
were downloaded on PRIME platform in order to provide surgeons the feedback in a numerical graphic pattern. No
body sensors or special video cameras, other than microscope regular recording, was used in this study.

PRIME recognition of motion used microsurgical instruments tagged with a 15 mm tape with �uorescent colors,
placed on each instrument arm about 4 cm from the tip. Complete differentiation from biological tissue during
operative motion was obtained with yellow tags on left instruments and green tags on right ones, allowing
complete color differentiation from biological tissues. Instruments moving less than 3 mm received no punctuation
because pre simulation consensus between authors and trainees agreed that they were unintentional motions.

Endpoints for feedback regarding microsurgical performance analysis consisted of total time to execute proposed
tasks and number of right and left hand movements (Table 1) (Figure 1). 

PRIME �nal score ranged from 0 to 1, meaning 0% to 100% of performance improvement from each subsequent
recorded video download at the platform. Reduced time of whole procedure 0.01 to 6 minutes faster than from
previous simulation scored 0.1 to 0.3, so each 2 minutes of reduced time counted 0.1 points. Range of instruments
motion scored from 0.4 to 0.7 points, with each 10% of movement reduction from previous essay scoring 0.1, up to
a maximum of 70% less movements (0.7). In order to ameliorate 100% one needed to reduce 6 minutes and 70 %
of movements from previous session (Table 1). PRIME offers the capacity of self-evaluation by intra-rater analysis,
and cannot be used to compare performances of different persons, as used in inter-rater analysis. We strati�ed
individuals in three groups: junior residents; senior residents; and cerebrovascular micro-surgeon. Paired t- test was
used to evaluated whether there were differences between sessions 1 and 2; sessions 1 and 3. The signi�cance
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level adopted was 5% (p<0.05). As study sample is small, aiming a proof of concept publication, s simple
comparison of reduced movement percentage between easy 1 and 3 was also noted.

Results
All participants �nished all tasks resulting in 15 different data obtained from 5 participants, with 3 different scores
for each one (Table 1). Improvements occurred in time and number of movements by senior residents and
cerebrovascular neurosurgeon, but without statistical signi�cance.

Placenta microsurgical videos could be promptly imputed into the computer platform, so PRIME graphic results
were rapidly available. Table 1 summarizes PRIME data to target a pro�ciency index that can vary from 0 to 1,
meaning that 1 is 100% pro�ciency. In order to validate this hypothesis, a large data acquisition would be needed,
but our scope was just a proof of concept.

PRIME recognized yellow and green colors labeled on microsurgical instruments apart from the simulation �eld in
all 15 simulations (Video 1). Other tried colors had no consistency in computer recognition of independent
movements from biological tissues, as labeled colors were mixed with biological tissues appearance.

Chronometer displayed time in standard fashion that was shown in the same screen as hand
movements/instruments counting, making it easy to analyze at the end of procedure.

Comparing performance within 3 sessions, junior residents did not improve any parameter based on pre
determined scores, probably needing more training to achieve signi�cant pro�ciency index (p>0.05). Senior
residents improved time and number of movements in about 20%, but with no statistical signi�cance (p>0.05),
probably due to small sample. Cerebrovascular micro-surgeon had improvements on time and number of hand
movements between 20% and 40 %, however with no assessment of statistical signi�cance (1 surgeon only). This
highlights the challenging de�es of placenta micro-suture simulation and PRIME usefulness in all levels of
expertise.

Pro�ciency index theoretically varied from 0.2 to 0.7 by participant expertise level, just to give examples of how it
can be constructed in the future. PRIME �nal score displayed in Table 1 was just preliminary results, as larger data
is necessary for technical validation. 

Discussion
CV, ML and AI are virtual terminologies currently applied to different situations in science and social life. They can
be interpreted as a continuum or an isolated technical program in computer engineering. Computer vision would be
expressed as a system able to capture information similar to human senses. Machine learning refers to data input
as an informative program, analogous to mankind knowledge acquisition. Arti�cial intelligence can do both of
previous described features but provides feedback, so all information are processed and returned to supplier with
suggestive directions to be followed, what results in machine in�uencing human behavior [1-6].

Nowadays, time arrow seems to run faster diminishing the opportunity to dedicate to laboratory training [3]. People
frequently have trouble �nding time to travel or spent days training microsurgical techniques, so having a machine
tutor that can guide technical pro�ciency parameters as a take home course could be seductive. One can practice
microsurgery in his own microscope, instruments and model with PRIME platform feedback.
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This study claims the use of CV terminology, as the methodology comprises of recognizing visual stimulus,
transforming that into numbers that guide ones practice. Our data is very small, so we support the research as a
proof of concept, as this could be a path for future research including ML and AI as being the surgical mentor,
either in the laboratory or in real scenario. If the same platform could be used in both practices, laboratory
predictive validity would de�ne surgical competency even before it is performed in patients. 

The computer algorithm needs consistent color difference in order to obtain CV inputs. The labeled surgical
instruments must show this pattern in all surgical �elds, so standard tonalities would be used in all interventions
making PRIME a universal platform and not only for microsurgery.

An index of microsurgical pro�ciency could be the target of an apprentice or the continuous goal of an experienced
surgeon. As used by many medical specialties boards, knowledge needs �rstly to be acquired and proved for
posterior systematical maintenance [11-13]. Despite of that, theoretical expertise does not re�ect practical one,
especially in a highly demanded skill labor as microsurgery [14]. To our knowledge, there is no neurosurgical
society that evaluates constantly the level of microsurgical pro�ciency. Pro�ciency index would be the summation
of all parameters referring to a level of practical expertise in microsurgery. Establishing such a value will depend on
statistical analysis of each component referred to �nal task execution. As described in this study, the 2 evaluated
parameters might have different degrees of importance, so �nding how much a parameter weights in values would
be a future goal.

PRIME long term objective is to determine per operatively or immediate after a microsurgical intervention the level
of pro�ciency reached by a surgeon. As stated before, this report is only a proof of concept, so to delivery such
determination, it must be validated with a very large data and statistical analyzes. Its main advantage is the
reproducibility and pragmatic usage, as it can be reproduced in any situation where surgical instruments
movements are recognized independently using color markers. 

Coaching is a traditional concept applied to many physical activities, like sports, but in surgery the Halsted
principles of learning by observing a mentorship has resided for decades [3,7,8]. Although mentors are considered
very experienced professionals, with higher knowledge, they are not capable of observing details that machine
could. Regarding this project, time to complete tasks is easily evaluated by tutors, but this metric alone does not
mean anything regarding technical pro�ciency. Counting number of right and left hand movements while holding
surgical instruments is an impossible human task. The idea of being coached by a machine is used in some areas,
but in microsurgery it might be considered unreliable by some professionals. If proved, it can offer an important
educational contribution as having a neurosurgeon being always coached, with potential resident education
bene�ts as all operative actions being objectively monitored.

As placenta cerebrovascular microsurgical simulator has been predictive validated, it gives opportunity to PRIME
platform to predict pro�ciency performance in the laboratory in advance to real surgery, what could potentially
increase quality assurance and patient safety. Due to its practicability, the future goal is to use PRIME during real
surgery, so real time feedback could be displayed during surgery guiding a speci�c operation by informing if the
surgeon performance is ahead or behind a pre established pro�ciency level. If PRIME index could not be reached
during the procedure, the surgeon might increase concentration or stop the operation due to patient safety reasons.

As this is a proof of concept research, several limitations can be elicited as small number of participants, lack of
intra rater statistical consistency and pro�ciency index suggested by authors without validation. Due to study
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originality, practicability and PRIME preliminary results, authors agreed that pilot results are important to be
published at this time to justify a multi-centric, prospective data collection.

PRIME would offer the capability of constant laboratory microsurgical practice feedback under CV guidance,
opening a new window for oriented training without a tutor or speci�c apparatus, regarding all levels of
microsurgical pro�ciency. Prospective, large data study is needed to con�rm this hypothesis.
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Tables
Table 1 – Pro�ciency index in microsurgical education (PRIME) of 5 medical doctors simulating placenta
arteriotomy and micro-suture in 3 different sessions done by each participant
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Evaluating
parameters
with degree
of
importance

 

Junior
resident

 

1 – 2 – 3

sessions

Junior
resident

 

1 – 2 – 3

sessions

Senior
resident

 

1 – 2 – 3

sessions

Senior

Resident

 

1 – 2 – 3

sessions

Cerebrovascular

Micro-surgeon

 

1 – 2 – 3

sessions

 

Observations

 

 

Time
(minutes) =
0.0 to 0.3

(30%)

 

29:45

 

28:50

 

31:21

28:11

 

30:24

 

29:48

13:48

 

12: 55

 

12:09

 

15:55

 

17:04

 

16:43

9:52

 

9:01

 

8:15

 

As a single
parameter
time can not
grade
pro�ciency,
but as an
added
parameter
can show
pro�ciency
with rapidity

 

 

Number of
hand
movements
= 0.4 to 1.0

(70%) R –
right and L -
Left
movements
during �rst
session

 

 

 

Total = R+L

R – 1201

L –  960

 

 

----------

T – 2239

 

T – 2153

 

T -  2297

R – 1076

L -  901

 

 

----------

T -  2098

 

T – 1981

 

T -  2014

R – 670

L – 288

 

 

---------

T – 958

 

T – 884

 

T - 691

R – 543

L- 302

 

 

---------

T – 895

 

T – 803

 

T- 711

R – 341

L – 178

 

 

----------

T- 619

 

T – 527

 

T – 469

 

 

Number of
movements
refers to
surgical
objectiveness,
�ow of
movements,
with precise

maneuvers

 

Intra-rater
statistical
analysis
comparing 3
simulation
sessions
(groups=
junior
residents;
senior

 

                  p (1;2)=0,750*

                  p (2;3)=0,649*

p (1;2)=0,097**

p (2;3)=0,357**

 

 

           p (1;2)=0,917*

           p (2;3)=0,227*

           p (1;2)=0, 069**

           p (2;3)=0,217**

 

 

 

Not Applicable
(1 surgeon
only)
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residents;
surgeon)

 

 

 

 

 

Observations

 

 

No
reduction
of
movements
on essays

No
reduction
of
movements
on essays

Improved
time and
number of
movements
in less than
20%

Improved
time and
number of
movements
around
25%

Improved time
and number of
movements
around 30%

 

Notes: * p value for differences in time (minutes) between sessions: p(1,2) – difference between sessions 1 and 2;
p(2,3) – difference between sessions 2 and 3. ** p value for differences in total number of hands movement
(minutes) between sessions: p(1,2) – difference between sessions 1 and 2; p(2,3) – difference between sessions 2
and 3

Figures

Figure 1

Endpoints for feedback regarding microsurgical performance analysis consisted of total time to execute proposed
tasks and number of right and left hand movements (Table 1) (Figure 1).
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